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We introduce a technique for constructing honest (= not requiring additional axioms) locally 
compact locally countable topologies on the real line (and on other spaces). 
AM.9 (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54620, 54D45. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper a technique is introduced for constructing honest (= not requiring 
additional axioms) locally compact locally countable topologies on the real line 
(and on other spaces). The technique is illustrated with the construction of the 
following honest examples. 
Example 1.1. There exists a locally compact locally countable submetrizable space 
A that is normal, countably paracompact, separable and w,-compact but is not 
paracompact, not hereditarily normal and not quasi-developable. 
In addition there is a separable metrizable space P such that A x P is neither 
normal nor w,-compact. 
Example 1.2. There exists a locally compact, locally countable, submetrizable space 
2 that is orthocompact but not countably metacompact. 
Unfamiliar terms will be explained below. Applications concerning separation 
axioms, covering axioms and generalized metrizable spaces will be discussed in 
Section 9. 
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The essential feature of the technique is that we build in properties by assigning 
limit points to each member of a carefully selected small family of sets; we illustrate 
what we mean by building in properties with a very easy example in Section 2. This 
is abstracted from the construction of a consistent (= not honest) example by 
Ostaszewski [20]. That example also inspired, more directly, the construction of 
examples in [5, 01.3; 15; 26; 31; 321. These examples are all consistent. The idea 
of using the topology of another space was introduced in [15]; we refer to this 
construction, which requires CH, as the JKR-construction. 
It was shown by E. Pol in [21] that one gets interesting spaces when applying 
the JKR-construction with [w” for n > 1. After an earlier version of this paper was 
circulated, she pointed out that the ideas of [21] can also be combined with the 
construction of A to give the following example. 
Example 1.3. There is a locally compact locally countable (hence weakly zero- 
dimensional) separable normal space A* that is realcompact but not N-compact. 
(Mysior also observed that these ideas could be usefully combined. By leaving 
out the machinery that makes A(X) normal, he gets [19] an easy (but not normal) 
version of A*.) 
Examples in [21] also have motivated the following example. 
Example 1.4. For each n 2 0 there is a locally compact locally countable (hence 
weakly zero-dimensional) separable normal space A, with 
dim A, = Ind A, = n. 
The technique of this paper was also used in a joint paper with Howard Wicke 
for the construction of an honest example of a space which is locally compact, 
locally countable, submetrizable, separable, w,-compact, weakly e-refinable, but 
not Lindelof, in fact not even countably orthocompact [6]. 
In our terminology, locally compact implies regular implies T, . A space is locally 
countable if each point has a countable neighborhood. A space is submetrizable if 
its topology is finer (= more open sets) than some metrizable topology. A space is 
w,-compact if each uncountable subset has a cluster point. A space is (countably) 
orthocompact if every (countable) open cover is refined by a cover % such that n Y 
is open for each 9~ % (originally, % was called a Q-rejnement of the original 
cover; nowadays Ou is said to be interior-preserving). The concept of orthocompact- 
ness is due to Sion and Willmott [30, Definition 13.101, the name to Arens [9]. A 
space is (countably) metacompact if every (countable) open cover is refined by a 
point-finite open cover. Clearly a (countably) metacompact space is countably 
orthocompact, but not conversely, as 2 shows. It is useful to recall that a perfect 
(= every open set is an FU) space is countably metacompact, as was observed in [ 121. 
A space ispseudonormal if any two disjoint closed subsets, one of which is countable, 
have disjoint neighborhoods. 
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Iw is the space of reals, Q is the set of rationals. If X is a space, then 7X denotes 
its topology; and if x E X x X, then x = (x, , x2). CLx is the closure operator in the 
space X. A cardinal is an initial ordinal, w is wO, N is w - {0}, and c is 2”. A sequence 
is a function with w as domain. Countable is short for “at most countable”. 
2. Building in properties 
An important aspect of Ostaszeswski’s example and all subsequent examples 
based on it is that the properties one is interested in are built in, rather than uncovered. 
The following example makes this distinction clear. 
Example 2.1. There is a real-compact space II which has two disjoint countable 
closed discrete subsets which do not have disjoint closed neighborhoods. 
First construction. The Niemytski plane l? The underlying set of P is {(x, v) E [w*: y 2 
0). Points (x, JJ) with y>O have their usual (Euclidean) neighborhoods. A basic 
neighborhood of (x, 0) has the form 
{(x,0)}u{(s, t)ERX(O,CO): (S-x)*+(t-F)*<&} (&>O). 
P is realcompact since it admits a one-to-one continuous image onto a separable 
metrizable space [lo, 8.181. 
If F and G are any two disjoint countable subsets of [w x (0) which are both dense 
in [w x (0) in the Euclidean subspace topology, then F and G are disjoint countable 
closed discrete subsets of l? A standard category argument will uncover the fact 
that F and G do not have disjoint closed neighborhoods in l? 
Second construction. For each x E [w -Q let s, be a sequence in Q which converges 
to x (in W). Retopologize [w in the usual way as follows: points of Q are isolated, 
and a basic neighborhood of x E Iw -Q has the form {x} u {s,(k): n < k < W} (n E w). 
Call the resulting space Il. 
IZ is realcompact for the same reason P is. 
Let F and G be any two disjoint countable subsets of Iw - Q which are dense in 
[w. Clearly F and G are closed discrete in II, and 
if U is a neighborhood in II of one of F and G, then Qn U 
is dense in Iw. (*) 
We now build in that F and G do not have disjoint closed neighborhoods by 
carefully constructing the as yet unspecified s,. Since 
T = {{A, B}: A, BE Q, A and B are dense in rW} 
has cardinality 2” = IIW - (Q u F u G)I, we can enumerate T as ({A,, B,}: x ER- 
(Q u F u G)). Choose the s, in such a way that if x E Iw - (Q u F u G), then each 
of the (dense in Iw) sets A, and B, contains infinitely many s,(n). Then x E CLn A, n 
CLII B, for all x E Iw - (Q u F u G), hence F and G do not have disjoint closed 
neighborhoods by (*). 
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The existence of this example answers a question of Aull. 
3. Construction of 2 
We construct _X first because it is easier to construct than A and also because 
certain properties of 2 motivate the construction of A. 
2 must fail to be countably metacompact. We will construct 2 in such a way 
that ,Y has a disjoint sequence (~5,: n E w) of subsets, which we think of as levels, 
such that: 
D = US, L, is closed discrete. (1) 
If U,, is a neighborhood of L,, for n E w, then n,,,, U, # 0. (2) 
Then _Y5 is not countably metacompact since (L, u (2 - D): n E w) is an open cover 
of 2, by (l), which does not have a point-finite refinement. But Z will be orthocom- 
pact because of (1) if we also have: 
All points of JZ - D are isolated. (3) 
We build in (2) by building in a big B E 2 -D such that 
IBI > w, and if U is a neighborhood of any L,, then 1B - UI s w. (4) 
Now J5 is going to be a space which has the reals for underlying set, such that the 
topology of 1 is finer than the topology of R. We build in (4) by building in the 
following interaction between R and 2: 
If K c B is countable, and if CLRK is uncountable, then CL& 
intersects L, for all n E w. (a) 
Proof that (a) implies (4). Fix n E w and let U be any Z-open set with U 2 L,. 
Assume 1 B - UI > w. There is a countable K YZ B - U which is R-dense in B - U, 
i.e., B - U G CLw K. Then CL, K is uncountable, hence L, n CL= K # 0. But this 
is impossible since CL= K c CL= (B - U) G 2 - U. 0 
Construction of 2. Enumerate all countable subsets of R whose R-closure is un- 
countable as (K,: a < c). Since each uncountable closed subset of 58 has cardinality 
c we can choose with transfinite recursion points x,,, in such a way that 
x,,, E CL, K, -{xp,,: p < a, or p = (Y and m < n} (a E c, n E co). 
(This is a minor modification of a classical construction due to Bernstein, cf. [17, 
III, 9 4011.) Define B and the L, by 
B = {x,,,: a E c}; 
L, = {x,.,+1: (YEC, K,G B}. 
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Clearly the L, are pairwise disjoint, and B c Z - D. For each (Y < c and n 3 1 choose 
a sequence s,,, . 1 w + K, which converges in R to x,,,. 
We now are ready to define E. As indicated before, the underlying set of 2 is 
the reals. Points of I- D are isolated, i.e., (3) holds, and a neighborhood of x,,, E D 
should contain x,,, and all but finitely many terms of s,,,. This is well defined since 
X 0i.n # X&m if cy # /3 or m # n. 
It is clear that (1) and (CT) hold, that the topology of ,VE is finer than the topology 
of R and that E is locally compact and locally countable. 
This completes the construction. 
Remark 3.1. 2 is not normal since Lo and L, are disjoint closed sets, by (l), which 
do not have disjoint neighborhoods, by (u). We now show that t; is not even 
pseudonormal; the proof of this fact will motivate the construction of A. 
Proof that IS is not pseudonormal. Since R is separable and nowhere locally 
countable, the construction of E guarantees that B is R-dense in R, hence that each 
L, is R-dense in R. Let A be any countable subset of L, which is R-dense in R. 
Then A and D-A are disjoint closed sets in 2, by (1). 
Let U be any X-neighborhood of A. For every x,,~ E A all but finitely many terms 
of s,,~ are in U, hence B n U must be R-dense in R since A is. It follows from (u) 
that CLz (B n U) intersects L, , hence intersects D -A. So A and D - A do not 
have disjoint E-neighborhoods. 0 
Remark 3.2. If w + 1 has the order topology, then 2 x (CO + 1) is not even countably 
orthocompact. Indeed, 
{2xco}u{(L,u(E-D))x[n,w]: ngw} 
is an open cover of E x (o + 1) that does not have a Q-refinement. (This idea is due 
to Scott [27, 1.31. See 9.5 below.) 
4. Construction of A: Part 1 
The actual construction of A will be given in Section 5. 
We plan to construct a space A which has the reals as underlying set, such that 
the topology of A is finer than the topology of R. We know already two such spaces, 
D and 2;. Neither IT nor 2 is normal; apparently the reason that 17 and E are not 
normal, and in fact are not ever pseudonormal, is that they have a countable closed 
subset which has big R-closure. This suggests that we should at least require that 
the topologies of A and R interact in the following way: 
if F is a countable closed subset of A, then CLR F is countable. (A,) 
Of course we also will make sure that A is locally compact and locally countable. 
It turns out that (A,) is strong enough to make A pseudonormal. 
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Fact 4.1. Every countable closed set in A has a countable open neighborhood in A 
which is closed in R. 
Since the topology of A is finer than the topology of R, Fact 4.1 implies that 
every countable closed set in A has a countable clopen neighborhood in A. Since 
countable regular spaces are normal, it follows that A is pseudonormal. 
Proof of Fact 4.1. Let F be any countable closed subset of A. Then A = CL, F is 
countable because of (A,). Let (K,: n E w) be a sequence of closed neighborhoods 
of A in R with 
K,zK,,, (nEw), and A=n K,. 
niw 
Enumerate A as (a,,: n E w). Since A is locally countable and locally compact, for 
each n E w we can choose U, E 711 so that a, E U,, G K, and U,, is compact and 
countable; and since TA 2 TIT!, each 17, is a compact subspace of R, hence R-closed. 
Let U=lJ,,, U,,. Then U is a countable open neighborhood of A, hence of F, 
in A. Since K, is R-closed (n E w), and since U, c K,, c K, (n s k < w), it is easy 
to see that 
CLR U=CL,Au u CL, U,,=Au u U,,= U. 0 
rltw n i w 
Proof that A is o,-compact. Let A be an uncountable subset of A. There is a 
countable K E A which is R-dense in A, i.e., A c CL, K. Then CL, K is uncountable, 
hence so is CL,, K by (A,), since CL, K = CLR CL, K because ~11~ ~[w. Since K 
is countable and K E A, it follows that A has a cluster point. 0 
It is conceivable that (A,) is strong enough to make A normal. It is easier, however, 
to subject A to the following stronger condition: 
if F and G are closed subsets of A with IF n GI 4 w, then 
/CL, F n CL, G( c w. (A,) 
First proof that A is normal. Let F and G be disjoint closed subsets of A. Then 
ICI+ F n CLR G( s w, hence by Fact 4.1 there is a countable open set U in A which 
is R-closed with CLR F n CLR G z U, for CLn F n CL, G is A-closed. 
Since countable regular spaces are normal, we can find disjoint open V, and V, 
with Fn UC VFc U and Gn UC VG~ U. 
Since R - U is normal as a subspace of R, and F - U and G - U have disjoint 
closures in R - U, there are disjoint open W, and W, in I$ - U, hence in R, hence 
in A, with F- UE W,cR-- U and G-UC W,clF- U. 
Then V, u W, and V, u W, are disjoint neighborhoods of F and G in A. 0 
Second proof that A is normal. Let F and G be disjoint closed subsets of A. Then 
H = CLR F n CL, G is at most countable. 
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Since H is countable, there is a countable open family ‘V in A such that 
H n (F LJ G) s l.j Yf and if VE “Ir, then CL,4 V does not intersect both F and G. 
Since R - H is an open Lindelof subspace of R, there is a countable open family 
WinR-Hsuchthat(R-H)n(CL, FvCL, G)c_U W,andif WE WthenCL, W 
does not intersect both CLR F and CL, G. 
Since TA 2 r[w, the family % = “Iru W is an open family in A such that F u G c 
IJ 021, and if U E % then CL, U does not intersect both F and G. 
It now follows from the proof that regular Lindelof spaces are normal, cf. [8, 
1.5.141, that F and G have disjoint neighborhoods. q 
The easiest way to make A countably paracompact is to subject A to the following 
condition, which is stronger than (A,): 
if (F,,: n E w) is any sequence of closed subsets of A such that 
lnntwF&w,then /nnEwCLRF,IQJ. (A,) 
Proof that A is countably paracompact. By a well-known result of Dowker and 
Katetov, cf. [8, 5.2.21, a normal space X is countably paracompact iff for every 
sequence (F,: n E w) of closed sets in X with F,, 2 F,,,, (n E w) and n,,, F,, = 0 
thereisasequence(U,,: nEW)ofopensetsinXwithF,,c U,,(n~w)andn,,,~ U,,= 
0. 
It is easy to modify one of the proofs that A is normal and show that A is 
countably paracompact, using the result just mentioned. 0 
Remark 4.2. One might hope that one can make A normal but not countably 
paracompact by some construction which preserves ( h2) but destroys (A,). Unfortu- 
nately (A,) implies the following weak version of (A,,,): 
if (F,,: n E w) is any sequence of closed sets in A with 
F, 2 F,+, (n E W) and In,,, F,, s W, then In,,,, CL, F,Is W. (WA,) 
Clearly we need only (WA,) in the above proof that A is countably paracompact. 
We now prove that (AZ) implies (WA,). Let (F,,: n E w) be as in the hypothesis of 
(WA,). Let H =n,,, CLR F,, and let A be some countable subset of H which is 
R-dense in H, i.e., H L CL, A. List A as (a,: n E w) in such a way that each element 
of A is listed w times. For each n E o choose 6, E F,, with la,, - b,,l < 2-“, and let 
B = (6,: n E o}. Since the F,, are a decreasing sequence of A-closed sets, we have 
CL., BG Bun,,, F,,, hence [CL,, BI s w. It follows that [CL,, An CL, BJ c w, 
hence ICL, CL,I An CL@ CL,, BI s co. Since A c CLR B, it follows that H = CLR A 
is countable, as required. 
A joint proof that A is normal and countably paracompact. I presented the proof 
that A is normal and countably paracompact in the way I found it, so as to make 
clear how the example was found. (Also, the proof given shows that one cannot 
get a normal space that is not countably paracompact by preserving (A?) and 
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destroying (A,,,).) We now show that there is a simple proof that (A,,,) implies that 
A is normal and countably paracompact. We need the following. 
Lemma 4.3. The following conditions on a T,-space X are equivalent: 
(a) X is normal and countably paracompact; 
(b) for every sequence (F,: n E w) of closed sets of X satisfying n,,, F, = 0 there 
exists a countable open cover Ou of X such that (VU E oU)(3n E w) 
i?nF,,=@. 
Proof. This is well known if in (b) one can index % as (U,,: n E CO) in such a way 
that F, n u,, = 0 for n E o, cf. [8, 5.2.31. Hence (a) + (b). The proof that (b) implies 
that X is normal is similar to the proof that a regular Lindelijf space is normal, cf. 
[S, 1.5.141, and the proof that (b) implies that X is countably paracompact is an 
easy modification of the proof that the indexed version of (b) implies that X is 
countably paracompact. q 
The proof that (b) holds for X = A is an easy modification of the second proof 
that A is normal. 
5. Construction of A: Part 2 
Let (B,: i E w) enumerate a basis for R, with BO= R. For x E R and j E w define 
_qx,j)=n{Bi: i <j and x E II;}. Then (E(x, j): j E w) is a local base at x in R and 
if x E E(y, j) and i ~_j, then E(x, i) c E(y, j). (1) 
This is a very convenient system of local bases, which was also used in [6]; it was 
suggested by Hodel’s concept of strong first countability [12]. 
Define 
. 
We will construct A in such a way that 
if(K,: ~E~)ETC, then n CL,, K, =c. 
I ntw I 
Since R is hereditarily separable, one easily sees that (*) implies (A,). 
Enumerate Yt as ((Ky,n: n E w): y E c) in such a way that each member of TC is 
listed c times. 
Enumerate R in a one-to-one fashion as (x,: LY <c) in such a way that Q = 
{x6: p ( w}, and define 
x,={x,:p<(Y} (a<c). 
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Note that since c has uncountable cofinality, 
(V~EC)(~CZEC) 
[ 
u Kv,n~X, . (2) ntw 1 
Since each uncountable closed subset of [w has c points, cf. [17, III, § 36.V], we 
can define with transfinite recursion an injection 4 : c + c-w by 
4(y) = min CZEC--w: lJ K,,sX,,andx,~ n CL,K,, 
niw ntw I 
-{4(P): P < Yl . 
> 
For each a E c - w choose a sequence s, : w + X, such that 
&(i)EE(X,,i) (iEm); (3) 
infinitely many terms of s, are in Qp; (4) 
each K,, contains infinitely many terms of s+(,), and all terms 
of s+(Y) lie in QuUnEW K,,. (5) 
(Recall that 4 is an injection.) 
Since s,(i) E X, (a E c - w, i E o), we can construct collections (L(x,, j): j E 0) 
of subsets of Iw with transfinite recursion on cy as follows 
Ux,, j) = 
i 
{x,1, if ff E w, 
{x~]~~~Us,,(i),i), ifaEc--. 
Since the x, enumerate [w, one can easily prove with transfinite induction that 
if x E L(y, j), for x, y E R and j E w, then L(x, i) c L(y, j) for some 
iE w, and (6) 
L(x, j)sE(x, j) for xE[W,jEw (use (1)). (7) 
Definition of A. Since each (L(x, j): j E w) is a decreasing family, it follows from 
(6) that one can retopologize Iw by declaring (L(x, j): j E w) to be a local base at 
x~lw. This new space will be A. 
Check of the properties of A. The topology of A is finer than the topology of 08 
because of (7). 
With transfinite induction on (Y one can prove that each L(x,, j) is compact in 
A and is countable. Hence A is locally compact and locally countable. 
Each s, converges to x, by construction. Hence Q is dense in A (so A is separable) 
by (4), and x+(,)~n,,_ CL,, K,, for YEC, hence (*) holds (for x4(,) # x+(~, if 
y < 6 cc, and each member of YC is listed c times). 
As observed above, (*) implies (A,). Hence A is normal, countably paracompact 
and w,-compact; see Section 4. 
We now prove that A is not hereditarily normal. The set 
G={y~c: K,,GQ for now} 
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has cardinality c since each member of Yt is listed c times. The second part of (5) 
tells that {x+(,)} u Q is open in A for each y E G, hence D = {x+(,,,: y E G} is relatively 
discrete (since 4(y) > w for y E c) and has cardinality c. Hence the subspace Q u D 
of A is not normal, being separable, by a well-known result of Jones [14]. 
In fact we can show that Q u D has two disjoint countable closed subsets which 
do not have disjoint closed neighborhoods by the same argument as used in Section 
2: We first observe that D is dense in R, for if U is any nonempty open subset of 
R, then there is a y E G with K,, G U for n E w. So we can find two disjoint countable 
subsets A and B in D which are R-dense. As in Section 2, if U and V are 
neighborhoods of A and B in Q u D, then Q n U and Q n V are R-dense. Hence 
H={y~c: K,,. =Qn U and K,, =QnVfor nsl} 
has cardinality c. Since H s G, it follows that IG n CL,, U n CL,I VI = c. But A and 
B are countable, hence some point of G - (Au B) is in CL,, U n CL,, V. 
We will now prove that there exists a separable metrizable space P such that 
A x P is not normal. A has a nonnormal subspace and admits a coarser separable 
metrizable topology, hence the existence of P follows from the following simple 
lemma, which is also used in [29, 4.91. 
Lemma 5.1. Let X and E be spaces such that TX 5 TE and X is Hausdorfi Let II be 
a subspace of E, and let P be 17 as subspace of X. Then E x P has a closed subspace 
homeomorphic to II. 
Proof. The diagonal 
A={(x,y)~ExX:x=y} 
of ExX is closed in E xX since ~XC r.E and since X is Hausdorff. It follows 
that A n (E x P) is closed in E x P. But A n ( g x P) is homeomorphic to 17 since 
7xc7.E. cl 
It remains to present a proof of the following 
Proposition 5.2. A is not quasi-developable, and in fact is not even weakly 66-re$nable. 
(Note that it is easy to see that A is not developable, and in fact is not even 
a-refinable (developable spaces are a-refinable, by [32]): a a-refinable w,-compact 
space must be Lindelof.) 
The proposition is an easy consequence of the following theorem, which gives 
additional information on A. 
Theorem 5.3. A is not the union of countably many relatively discrete subsets. 
Remark 5.4. By contrast A is the union of w, relatively discrete subsets (since A is 
a first countable scattered space). 
To see that Proposition 5.2 follows from Theorem 5.3 we need the following easy 
lemma. 
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Lemma 5.5. Consider the following conditions on a locally countable space X: 
(a) X is quasi-developable; 
(b) X is weakly 6-re$nable; 
(c) X is weakly &Y-rejinable; 
(d) X is the union of countably many relatively discrete subspaces. 
Then (a)+(b)-(c)-(d). IfX ji t IS rs countable, all four conditions are equivalent. 
Proof. (a) + (b). Every quasi-developable space is weakly a-refinable, [4, Proposi- 
tion 71. 
(b) + (c). Trivial. 
(c) + (d). Since X is locally countable and weakly se-refinable, there is an open 
cover “Ir = I_),,, V,, of X such that 
(1) each member of V is countable; and 
(2) for each x E X there is an n E o such that 
lGI{VEY”ti:XE V}IGW. 
Put 
Y:, ={X, n v: VE Vn}. 
Then “IrL is a point-countable open cover of X, by countable sets. It easily follows 
that each X,, is the union of a disjoint open collection consisting of countable open 
subsets of X,,. From this we infer that each X,, is the union of countably many 
relatively discrete subsets. But X = U,,, X,,, by (2). 
(d) + (b). Trivial. 
(d)+ (a) (if X is first countable). Trivial. 0 
It remains to prove Theorem 5.3. 
Throughout the remainder of this section we use ’ to denote the derived set 
operator in A, i.e., 
A’ = {x E A: x is a cluster point in A of A} (A s R). 
Lemma 5.6. Let A G A, and let ZJ be an open set in R. If U c CL, A, then U c CLn A’. 
Proof. Let V be any nonempty open subset of R with CLn VC_ U. Then (CL,(An 
V)l = c, hence ICL,, (An V)l = c, by (*). But A is w,-compact, so CL,(An V) must 
have a cluster point. Consequently 
A’nCL, Vz(An V)‘f@. 
Since V is arbitrary, it follows that U c CL, A’. 0 
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Lemma 5.7. Let {F,: n E w} be a family of closed sets in A which are dense in R. Then 
n,,,, F,, is dense in 172. 
Proof. For 1 s LY s w, define 
I, = n F,,. 
n<LX 
We prove with induction that each I, is dense in R. I, is dense by assumption. 
Suppose we know that 1, is dense in Iw, for some 1 s n < w. Let U be any closed 
interval in Iw. Then ICL,( U n I,,) n CLn( U n F,,)I = 1 UI = c, hence 
ICL,,(UnI,,)nCL,,(UnF,,)I=(UnI,nUnF,I=c, 
so U n I,,, #!A Consequently F,,, is dense in R. 
Next suppose we known I,, is dense in R for all n < w. Select a dense S = {s, : n E w} 
in R with s, E I,, for n E w. Since I,+, _ n c I , for n E w, S’ E I, for all n E w, i.e., S’ c 1,. 
But S’ is dense in [w by Lemma 5.6. (Note the similarity with the argument in Remark 
4.2.) 0 
The next result is considerably stronger than Theorem 5.3, as we will see in the 
proof of Theorem 5.3. 
Lemma 5.8. Let A = IJ,,, A,,. Then there is a nonempty open W in R, and there is 
an n E w, such that 
for every closed T in A, if T c W and Int, CLlw T # 0, then 
A,, n Tf0. (**) 
Proof. Suppose not. We claim that 
for each n E w there is a dense open U,, in R and a closed F,, in A 
which is dense in R, such that A, n F, n U, = 0. (1) 
Assume for a moment that we have proved (1). 
Define 
I= n F,, G= f-l U,. 
new ?lE” 
Since A = lJ,,, A,,, it follows from (1) that G n Z = 0. Now G is a dense Gs in R, 
hence it includes an uncountable closed subset K of [w. Since I is dense in [w by 
Lemma 5.7, we can find a countable subset L of I such that CLn L= Lu K, cf. the 
argument in Remark 4.2. Then lCLiw LI = c, hence ICL,, LI = c. Since CL,, L G CL, L = 
Lu K, it follows that K n CLA L # 0. However, this is impossible: K c G, and 
CL,LcIsinceIisclosedinA,soKnCL*L~~GnI=@ 
It remains to prove (1). 
Fix n E w. Construct a family 
9~ {(H, V): H closed in A, V open in R, H s VC CLn H, A,, n H = 0} 
Constructing honest locally compact submeirizable examples 
satisfying 
H n V, = 0 for distinct (H, V), (H, , V,) E .9 
which is maximal (with respect to inclusion) for having this property. Put 
U, = U { V: (H, V) E 9 for some H}, 
F,,=(R-U,,)uU{H:(H,V)~9forsome V}. 
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(2) 
Clearly F,, is closed in A, and dense in R, and A,, n F,, n U, = 0. Suppose U, is not 
dense, and let W= R-CLR U,. Since (**) fails, there is a closed T in A, with 
T G W, and In& CL@ T f 0, and A,, n T = 0. Let V be an open interval in R with 
rational endpoints, VC CL, T, and let H = Vn T. Then H is closed in A (for the 
rational points are isolated in A), and H G V c CLn H, and A,, n H = 0. This contra- 
dicts 9 being maximal. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Let A = U,,, A,,. Choose W and n as in Lemma 5.8. For 
every nonempty open V in R with Cl, Vs W we have A,, n CL, Vf 0 by (**), 
hence W G CIR A,. Therefore WC_ Clw A; by Lemma 5.6. So we see that for every 
nonempty open V in R with Clw VG W we have 
Int,(Cl,(AL n Cl, V)) # 0, 
and as AL n CLR V is closed in A, it follows from (**) that A,, n AL n Cl, V # 0. 
Consequently W c Cl,(A, n AL), which certainly shows that A, n AL f 0, so A, is 
not discrete. 0 
6. How to make A x A normal and countably paracompact 
We introduce the following concept. 
Definition 6.1. A subset S of a space X xX is called small if it is included in the 
union of countably many horizontal and vertical lines, i.e., if there is a countable 
CGX such that SG(CXX)U(XXC). 
A subset will be called big if it is not small. 
We will make A x A normal and countably paracompact by imposing the following 
condition: 
if (F,: n E w) is any sequence of closed sets in A x A with 
f--J,,,, F, =0, then n,,, CL,,, F, is small. (A%) 
Note that (At) implies (A,) since the map x-(x,x) is an embedding of R into 
RxR and of A into AxA. 
We first show that (At) does indeed make A x A normal and countably para- 
compact. 
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Proof that A x A is normal and countably paracompact. Let (F,,: n E w) be any 
sequence of closed sets in A x A with n,,, F,, = 0. We will construct a countable 
open cover 3 of A x A such that 
(VUE~)(3nEW)[F,nCL.,,, U=51]. (1) 
Then A x A is normal and countably paracompact by Lemma 4.3. 
Let 
then S is small by (hi), so there is a countable C G R with SE (C x R) u (R x C). 
We construct % in two steps. 
Step 1. Each point in (R xR) -S has an (R xR)-neighborhood whose (RX 
R)-closure misses some F,,. Since (R x R) -S is LindelGf, it follows that there is a 
countable open family “Ir in R x R, hence in A x A, such that U “Ir = (R x R) - S and 
(VVEW^)(~~E~)[F,~CL,,, V=P, (hence F,,nCL,,., V-0)]. 
So we have the part of “11 that covers (A x A) - S. 
Step 2. Let p E C be arbitrary. We will find a countable open family “ur in A X A 
with A x(p)&U W and 
(VWE~)(~~E~)[F,,~CL,,., W=0]. 
There is a similar family which covers {p} x A. Since C is countable, it follows that 
we can find the part of % that covers (C x A) u (A x C), hence the part of % that 
covers S. 
Let (&: k E w) enumerate some neighborhood base for p in A. For r~ E w and 
k E w define 
Hn,k = {x E A : x has a neighborhood N in A with F,, n (N x CL 1 Bk) = 0}. 
Then {H,,k: n E w, k E w} is an open cover of the countably paracompact normal 
space A (here we use the fact that (hi) implies (A,)), hence there is an open cover 
{ W,,,: n E w, k E w} of A such that CL, W,,, c H,,k for all n E w and k E w. Clearly 
WW^={W,,~XB,: now, kEw} 
is as required. 0 
For the construction of a space A satisfying (hi) we need the following 
Lemma 6.2. Let B be any big closed subset of R x R. Then there is an uncountable 
closed subset F of [w x R with F G B such that {x, , x2} n {y, , yz} = 0 for any two distinct 
x, yERxR. 
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Proof. We will construct a sequence (F,,: n E w) of finite closed families such that 
the following holds for all n E w: 
(1) no member of 9n is small; 
(2) if x and y belong to distinct members of 9,,, then {x, x1} n {y, ,yz} = B; 
(3) diam(A) < l/n for A E P,,, provided n b 1; and 
(4) IV E sn+l: E c A}1 > 2 for all A E 9,,. 
For then F=n,,,(l_, sn,) is as required: (2) and (3) guarantee that {x,, x2} n 
{y, , yz} = 0 for distinct x, y E F, and (4) guarantees that (FI = c. 
We can easily construct the sfl, starting with 9,, = {B}, using at each step (1) and 
the following 
Fact. Let A be any big closed subset of Rx R and let F > 0. Then there are distinct 
big closed To, T, in R x R satisfying 
TisA and diam(T,)<&, for i=O, 1; 
Indeed, since A is uncountable, being big, and Lindeliif, there is a point p in A 
such that every neighborhood of p in A is big in [w ~58. The set A* = 
A -(({p, , p2} x R) u (R! x {p, p2})) is big. So A* contains a point q such that every 
neighborhood of q in A* (hence in A) is big in Iw xR. Now let T,, and T, be 
sufficiently small closed neighborhoods of p and q in A. 
This proves the fact, hence the lemma. 0 
Corollary 6.3. Let B be a big closed subset of R x R, and let S be any subset of R 
with ISI <c. Then there is an x E B with {x,, x2} n S = 0. 
Construction of A satisfying (At). The construction is a modification of the construc- 
tion of A as in Section 5, so we only indicate the changes. Let rr, : R x R + R be the 
ith projection (i = 1,2). 
Instead of X we consider 
Y = {(S,,: n E w): S, is a countable subset of [w x [w, and 
fl,,,,, CL,,, S,, is big}. 
Instead of 4 we consider injections $, , I)?: c + c - w satisfying 
if Y<& then cCll(r)<(LJ~)<Q1(s); 
u (~;Sv,,l u rG+S,,) s x,,,,,; 
n t <ti 
This is possible because of Corollary 6.3. 
Replace condition (5) on the sequences s,, by: 
each S,,, contains infinitely many terms ofthe sequence ((s,,,,(,,(i), +,,,(i)): 
i E w), and all terms of this sequence lie in (Q x Q) u l-l,,,, S,, 
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7. Modifications of A 
It clearly is possible to construct A starting with any sufficiently nice space X 
instead of [w. The first significant applications of this possibility were given, in case 
of the JKR-construction, by E. Pol [21]. In the next two sections we give similar 
applications for modifications of A. 
In the construction of A we used a special system of local bases for Iw. This can 
be easily avoided, but it does not really matter since we use the following lemma 
only for separable metrizable spaces. 
Lemma 7.1. Let X be any hereditarily separable$rst countable Hausdorff space with 
/XI= c. There is a space A(X) with the same underlying set as X such that 
(1) A(X) is locally compact and locally countable; 
(2) the topology ofA is$ner than that of X; 
(3) if (F,,: n E w) is any sequence of closed sets in A(X) such that In,,,, F,,I < c, 
then kI,, CLX F,I cc. 
If in addition, X is perfectly normal and has the property that every uncountable closed 
set has cardinality c, then A(X) is normal and countably paracompact. 
Proof. If X is hereditarily Lindelaf, one can use Lemma 4.3 for the proof that 
A(X) is normal and countably paracompact. Otherwise one needs the first proof 
that A( = A(R)) is normal; the proof that A(X) is countably paracompact is the 
same as that given for A in Section 4. 0 
Construction of A*. We show that A* = A(R x R) is as required by essentially 
repeating the argument from [21]. 
Claim. Zf FGA” is clopen in A*, then IFIsw or IA*-FIGOJ. 
Proof of Claim. Since F and G = A* - F are disjoint closed sets in A*, and every 
uncountable closed set in A* has cardinality c, we have 
IF n Cl s w, where - denotes CLlwxaR. 
Since [w x R - K is connected for every countable K G [w x R, and [w x [w = (F - G) u 
(F n G) u (G - F), it follows that one of F - G and c - F must be empty. Without 
loss of generality F-G=@. Then FGF=(FnG)u(F-G)=FnG, so IFIcw. 
Since IA*1 > w, it follows from Claim that 
{FsA*: F is clopen in A* and IA*-~1s~) 
is a free ultrafilter in the collection of all clopen subsets of A* with the countable 
intersection property. The existence of such an ultrafilter implies that A* is not 
N-compact. 
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This example was suggested to me by E. Pol (personal communication). 
Remark. A* has precisely one free ultrafilter in the collection of all clopen subsets. 
Remark. Ind A * 3 1, for example because R x R has two disjoint uncountable closed 
subsets, hence so has A”. 
8. Dimension of modifications of A 
Theorem 8.1. lf X is an uncountable separable metrizable space in which every uncount- 
able closed subset has cardinality c, then 
Ind A(X) = dim A(X) = min{dim(X -K): K c X is countable}. 
We will need the following facts from dimension theory. 
(A) Ind Ysdim Y if Y is normal [S, 7.2.81. 
(B) Ind Y = dim Y if Y is metrizable [8, 7.3.21. 
(C) Let F and G be disjoint closed subset of the normal space Y. Let n E o satisfy 
for every closed K E Y, if K n (F u G) = 0, then Ind K c n. 
Then there is an open U in X with FL U, u n G = 0 and Ind Bd( U) s n - 1. 
(D) If Y is metrizable and 2 c Y, then Ind 2 d Ind Y [S, 7.3.41. 
(E) If (e is a countable closed cover of the normal space Y, and if dim C s n 
for all C E %, then dim Y c n [8, 7.2.11. 
(F) If Y is metrizable, then dim Y c n iff there is a sequence (ak: k E w) of 
locally finite open covers of Y such that for all k E w 
(a) ordOZlksn+l; 
(b) diam( U) < 2mk for U E Q,; 
(c) %1,+, refines %k, 
[S, 7.3.11. 
Proof of Theorem 8.1. It will be convenient to adopt the following convention: if 
Y is a subset of the underlying set of X and ‘A(X), then we write 
Y if we think of Y as a set, 
Y’ if we think of Y as a subspace of X, 
Y” if we think of Y as a subspace of A(X). 
[So X’ = “old” X and X” = A(X).] We write CL’ and CL” for the closure operators 
in X’ and X”, respectively. 
Claim 1. If Y is closed in X”, then Ind Y”s Ind Y’. 
Proof of Claim 1. This we prove with induction on Ind Y’. If Ind Y’= -1, then 
there is nothing to prove. So suppose the claim to be true for all closed Y s X” 
with Ind Y’s n for some n 2 -1. 
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Let Y be a closed subset of X” with Ind Y’ s n + 1. Let F and G be disjoint 
closed subsets of Y”. Then ICL’ F n CL’ GI s w, hence there is a countable H G X 
such that 
CL’ F n CL’ G c H, and H is open in X” and closed in X’. 
Since Ind(YnH)“sOsince IYnHlsw, and Y n H is clopen in Y”, it suffices to 
show that F - H and G - H can be separated in (Y - H)” by a set S with Ind S’s n. 
Now F - H and G - H have disjoint closures in ( Y - H)‘, hence by (D) there is a 
set S c ( Y - H)’ with Ind S’s n that separates F - H and G - H. Since the topology 
of (Y-H)” is finer than that of (Y-H)‘, S also separates F-H and G-H in 
( Y - H)“. By our induction hypothesis Ind S’s n. 
Claim 2. Ind X”< min{dim(X - K)‘: K E X, IKI s w}. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let K be any countable subset of X, and let k = dim(X - K)‘. 
Note that k = Ind(X - K)‘. We claim that Ind X”s k. 
Let F and G be disjoint closed subsets of X”. As in the proof of Claim 1 there 
is a countable H G X such that 
Put 
CL’ F n CL’ G G H, and H is open in X” and closed in X’. 
Y=X-H, A= YnCL’F and B= YnCL’G. 
As in the proof of Claim 1 we only need to show that A and B can be separated 
in Y” by a set S with Ind S”< k. 
Let L be a countable open set in Y” such that 
K-(AuB)sLcY-(AuB). 
Then Ind( ( Y - (Au B)) - L)‘s k by (D), hence there is by (C) a closed S in 
( Y - L)’ that separates A and B, and Ind S’ < k. 
By Claim 1 we have Ind S”< k. Also, S separates A and B in (Y u L)” since the 
topology of ( Y - L)” is finer than that of ( Y - L)‘. It remains to show that S separates 
A and B in Y”. 
There are disjoint open U and V in (Y-L)’ such that 
Ac U, Bc V and Uu V=(Y-L)-S 
Keeping in mind that the topology of X” is finer than that of X’, and that Y - L 
is closed in Y” and that IL( s o, we see that 
Z= Y-S(= Uu Vu L) is an F,-subset of Y”; 
U and V are disjoint closed sets in 2”; 
Ind L”< 0. 
Then 2” is normal, hence U and V can be separated in 2” by the empty set. 
Consequently S separates A and B in Y”, as required. 
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Claim 3. There is a countable K c_ X such that dim(X - K)‘s dim X”. 
Proof of Claim 3. Let d be a compatible totally bounded metric for X’. We claim 
that there is a sequence (021,: n E w) of finite open families in X’ such that 
(1) diam( U) < l/n for U E %,, if n > 0, 
(2) ord Q,, s 1 + dim X”, 
(3) %?+I refines “11,, 
(4) 1x-u 011&w. 
Suppose for a moment we have done this. Put K = IJ,,, (X -U %,,), and for 
n~wdefineV,,={U-K: lJ~~,,}.Then(~~:n~~)witnessesthatdim(X-K)’< 
dim X” because of (l), (2), (3), and (F). 
Since d is a totally bounded metric for X’, it is easy to construct the 011, from 
the following statement. 
We now 
Let Ls X be countable, and let 011 be a finite open family in X’ with 
I.J % = X - L. Then there is a finite open family & in X’ such that 
4 refines %, ord & i 1 + dim X” and IX -U dl s w. (*) 
proceed to the proof of (*). Since L is closed in X’, hence in X”, we may 
assume without loss of generality that L is open in X” because of Fact 4.1. Let 
Y=X-L. 
Let {U,: i < k} be a finite open cover of Y’. Since Y’ is normal, there is an open 
cover {V,: i < k} of Y’ with CL,, V, G U, (i < k). Then {V,: i < k} is an open cover 
of the closed subspace Y” of X”. Hence there is a closed cover 9 = {F,: i < k} of 
Y” such that 
ord 9GltdimX” and F;G V, (i(k). 
Because of (A,) the set 
Zf=U nCL’F,: Ick, lIl>ord$ 
1 ,C, I 
is at most countable. The definition of H guarantees that 
ord{(CL’ F,) - H: i < k} G ord 5. 
Now H is evidently closed in X’. Hence {(CL’ 1z;) - H: i < k} is a closed cover of 
the open subspace (Y-H)’ of X’. Since (Y-H)’ is normal and since CL’ F, E 
CL’ V, G U, (i E w), we can find an open family & = {A;: i < k} in ( Y-H)’ such that 
(CL’ F,) - H G A, c U, -H, 
and 
n A, = 0 for all I E k with n ((CL’ F,) - H) = 0. 
Ii, It, 
Clearly ti refines %, and ord &G 1 + dim X”, and IX - IJ &I = IL u H( < W. 
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Since dim X”s Ind X” by (A), this completes the proof of the theorem. q 
9. Applications 
9.1. Przymusinski asked if there is a locally compact normal space X and a 
metrizable space Y such that X x Y is not normal (reported in [25]). A consistent 
example has been given in [23]. Our spaces A and P are real examples answering 
this question, and they have some nice other properties as well. 
9.2. Hodel showed that an w,-compactp-space with a point-countable base is second 
countable, [13, 3.71, and asked if “base” could be weakened to “point-separating 
open cover”. (A cover 011 of a space X is point-separating if { p} = n { U E 011: p E U} 
for all p E X.) A is w,-compact and locally compact and even has a countable, rather 
than point-countable, point-separating open cover, but it is not second countable, 
even though it has some other nice properties as well. 
The real example in [6], which is not normal but has some other attractive 
properties, and the consistent first example in [ 151, which is even perfectly normal, 
also answer Hodel’s question in the negative. 
In this context it is worth recalling a positive result: an w,-compact T,-space with 
a point-countable point-separating open cover has at most c compact subsets, and 
in particular has cardinality at most c [3, 4.31. 
9.3. Burke proved that a WA-space or a strict p-space with a a-closure preserving 
point-separating open cover (defined in Remark 4.2) is developable [2, 2.41, and 
asked if this theorem could be proved for p-spaces. This question was repeated in 
Burke and Lutzer’s survey [4, 5.3.9(b)], where also the more restricted question was 
raised whether a locally compact submetrizable space must be developable. Both 
A and 2 are counterexamples: 2 is not developable, because developable spaces 
are countably metacompact, being perfect, and A is not developable because it is 
w,-compact, and it is well known that w,-compact regular developable spaces are 
metrizable (alternatively, A is not perfect). Again the real example in [6] and the 
consistent example in [15] are other counterexamples. 
Burke’s orginal question has also been answered, independently, by Gittings [ 111; 
that example is locally compact, is known not to be submetrizable, and fails to be 
pseudonormal (this was discovered in conversation with Lutzer). 
9.4. Scott proved a curious analogue of Dowker’s famous theorem that the product 
of a normal space X and an infinite compact metrizable space is normal if and only 
if X is countably paracompact [7, Lemma 3, Theorem 41, by showing that the 
product of an orthocompact space X and an infinite compact metrizable space is 
orthocompact if and only if X is countably metacompact, [27, 1.51. (It is worth 
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recalling now that a normal space is countably metacompact iff it is countably 
paracompact, [7, Theorem 21.) This suggests the question whether there exists a 
regular orthocompact space which is not countably metacompact. (An easy non- 
regular Hausdorff example can be found in [27, 4.21.) 2 is an honest example of 
such a space. Another honest example has recently been given, independently, by 
Scott [28]; that example is neither locally compact, nor submetrizable, nor first 
countable, since the set of nonisolated points is a discrete set of non-G,-points. 
There seem to be only four examples of honest regular spaces which are not 
countably metacompact in the literature (whether published or only in preprint): 
2, the example in [6], which even fails to be countably orthocompact, the example 
in [23], which is even normal, and the example in [28]. The first two examples are 
“small”, the latter two are “big”. This is of interest because no honest example is 
known of a “small” normal space which is not countably paracompact. (Consistent 
“small” examples can be found in [23, 151.) 
Remark 9.5. Each space X which is not countably metacompact can easily be 
transformed into a space which is not countably orthocompact but which inherits 
many “positive” properties from X. Indeed, let X# = X x (w + l), retopologized as 
follows: points of X x {o} keep their product neighborhoods, but points of X x w 
are made isolated. The argument of [27, Theorem 1.51 shows that X# is not countably 
orthocompact if X is not countably metacompact. It is easy to see that X# is normal, 
or first countable, if X is. 
9.6. In [18], Lutzer raises the question whether a collectionwise normal space with 
a G,-diagonal must be paracompact. This question was repeated in [4]. A is 
collectionwise normal because it is normal and w,-compact, and it is even sub- 
metrizable, yet A is not paracompact, in fact not even meta-Lindeliif. 
Another quite interesting counterexample to this question has recently been given 
by R. Pol [22], who constructed a real example of a perfectly normal collectionwise 
normal submetrizable locally countable first countable space which is not para- 
compact. That example has cardinality w,, is neither w,-compact nor separable, 
and seems not to be locally compact. 
9.7. In [5, 13.11 it is shown that it is consistent with ZFC+CH that there be a 
locally countable locally compact countably compact space with cardinality c, rather 
than w,, and the question is raised whether a real example exists. A, and also the 
example in [6], show at least that real examples of locally countable locally compact 
w,-compact spaces with cardinality c exist, they seem to be the only known examples 
of this sort. (In fact, even the existence of a real locally countable w,-compact 
Hausdorff space of cardinality c seems to be new, especially the existence of a 
normal such space.) 
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(It is not known if a locally countable locally compact countably compact (or 
w,-compact) space necessarily has cardinality at most c [S].)’ 
9.8. In [5, 5.1 and 10.11 it is shown to be consistent with and independent of ZFC 
that 
XX Y is w,-compact whenever X is the space of irrationals and 
Y is any w,-compact space. (*) 
It is also shown that (*) is equivalent to the statement obtained from (*) by restricting 
Y to be first countable and regular. Of course, one can replace X by any continuous 
image of the irrationals, in particular by any separable completely metrizable space 
[17, III, § 39, I]. Example 1.1 shows that one cannot replace X by just any separable 
metrizable space. 
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